Protect equipment and surfaces with Armor-X. Armor-X’s non-marring, cushioned surface shields critical surfaces and heavy, expensive parts and equipment, including stainless steel, from gouges and scratches. From work surfaces to flooring, Armor-X helps protect your investment.

This unique polymeric composite:
- Resists oils, cutting fluids and chemicals
- Has excellent impact and wear resistance
- Is more flexible than other polymers
- Is available in two finishes, including our anti-skid ProKnob™ surface

Armor-X is available in:
- 4’ x 8’ sheets: 1/4” - 1 1/2” thick
- 4’ x 10’ sheets: 1/4” - 1 1/2” thick
- 5’ x 10’ sheets: 1/4” - 1 1/2” thick

Armor-X with ProKnob™, a knobbled, anti-skid surface designed to keep valuable parts from moving, is available in:
- 4’ x 8’ sheets: 3/8” - 1 1/2” thick*
- 4’ x 10’ sheets: 5/8” - 1” thick*

For protection you can count on, choose Armor-X, the new polymeric solution.

*thickness refers to base and does not include the height of the knobs
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Important: Most plastics will ignite and sustain flame under certain conditions. Caution is urged where any material may be exposed to open flame or heat generating equipment. Use Material Safety Data Sheets to determine auto-ignition and flashpoint temperatures of material or consult Quadrant Engineering Plastic Products. WARRANTY: Characteristics and applications for products are shown for information only and should not be viewed as recommendations for use or fitness for any particular purpose. TIVAR® and ProKnob™ are registered trademarks of the Quadrant group of companies.